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BACKGROUND
&
RATIONALE

What do our users expect when they use
library databases or the library webpage to
search for sources?
When given a research assignment, what do
our users typically do? What’s their process?
When pushed to use new source types or
new research tools, how do our users adjust?
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STUDY METHODS
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Task
You are an OSU student, enrolled in COMM 111. You have two weeks to
prepare a speech that meets the following requirements:
1.
2.
3.

You must use evidence from outside sources in your speech.
You should use sources that an academic audience would find
convincing and authoritative.
You must use at least 3 different sources.

You may choose one of these 5 topics:
 Tsunami early warning
 Medical school admissions
 Solar development
 Traffic congestion
 Urban woodlands
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ANALYSIS USING PERSONAS

Novice
 Anthony
 Freshman
 Engineering major
 Google Scholar
 Doesn’t know what
peer review is
 Wants credible sources,
but nothing too
scientific

Seeks the Familiar
 Megan
 Junior
 Sociology major
 1Search
 Chooses known
databases (from H.S. or
college classes) finding
peer reviewed articles
 Moderately important to
find scholarly articles, but
other access issues are
more important

Orients First
 Ryan
 Senior
 Economics major
 Google Scholar
 Relies on the database
to return scholarly
articles
 Tries to be
conscientious about
selecting scholarly
items from the outset

Experimenter
 Sophie
 Junior
 Biology major
 Web of Science
 Wants a database with
only peer‐reviewed
options
 Will evaluate the
articles she finds to see
if they are scholarly

USING PERSONAS TO THINK ABOUT
DATABASE SELECTION

Role of Database Descriptions

Description played no role:
“I know Google…I’d stick with Google because I won’t feel comfortable using
something I’m not used to using””
Description played no role:
“I’d start with 1Search for the earlier stuff”

Used description to explore other territory:
“I’ve never actually heard of Google Scholar that seems pretty useful.”
“Web of Science looks nicer than 1Search based on the description.”

Words in description played a role in initial selection:
“This one (Web of Science) looks like it would be good. Because of the web
of knowledge. “ “I like that [WOS] says articles here from the description”

Criteria for Database Selection Based on Content

Prefers a broad overview or background experience. “[I prefer] Wikipedia
because it has everything.”

You may choose one of these 5 topics:

“I chose solar development because it sounds doable with databases like
these.”

• Tsunami early warning
• Medical school admissions
• Solar development
“[Web of Science] seems a little bit more – mostly articles, a lot of teachers
require
scholarlycongestion
based articles.”
• more
Traffic
• Urban woodlands

“I’d most likely choose Web of Science, because it’s scientific in nature, so I’d
use Web of Science first.”

Database Content ‐Satisfaction

Access (Snippets, an abstract and full‐text).
“I’d take snippets, and put those snippets together and make a speech out of
that.”
Guidance. “Now I’m looking at these tags at the end and seeing what’s
interesting in those to me. So like this one I really like because it has a lot of
tags that are broad enough, so I think I can assume that the author is talking
about things that are interesting or relevant to me.” “The highlighting helps
me out a lot.”
Content. “This one [this database and the results it returned] has a lot more,
this has solar development and then the green stuff and using solar and wind
power, yeah I would definitely use this [the database]”
Credibility. “Something else is looking if it’s been cited before, that means
that it probably has good information, that’s something I usually look at.”

Database Dissatisfaction – Content, Lack of Generality

But I am not getting the stuff. I know what I am looking for, but not finding
it [1search].

“Well, since I saw so many newspapers, I want to exclude stuff like that ‐
newspaper articles, patents, videos (I don’t want to watch those), I don’t
want to read government documents either.”

“It’s hard to get general information (from the databases when you’re
required to look for scholarly sources). It’s kind of intimidating. I’m kind of
put off.”

“That’s a bit daunting sounding, I’d maybe come back to that later .”

Database Switching
No switch or only 1 switch.

Works with current tool before switching:
“I tend to exhaust one avenue before I go onto another one”
“I’ve done the 1Search one before, so I’ll start there, and I’ll see what the
others have to offer if I can’t find anything there.”

“Before I’d do that [change keywords] I’d go to another database. [Web of
Science].”

Database Selection & Authority
Would They Change Their Process If Assignment Asked for Peer
Reviewed Articles?
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Not Sure What Peer Review Is

Peer‐Review

Only a vague understanding of peer‐review: “I would first research what
peer‐reviewed journals are, I have an idea but, and then I would do it
depending on how the different web sites tell me to do it.”
Would have used a different tool: “EBSCO; I would expect peer‐reviewed
stuff there. I feel like EBSCO has more of a guarantee that there will be PR
journals.”
Selection process would be more rigorous: “I think it would have been more
intense, I would take more time if it was the peer‐reviewed requirement” or
“I’d find search terms that have more specific information, sources that have
that.”
Already thinking peer‐reviewed in their search or relies on database: “Most
likely not [wouldn’t have changed her search tactics], because I try and find
peer reviewed journals, because at this stage I think that’s what’s required of
me.”
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IMPACT OF PRIOR HISTORY & EXPERIENCE

Experiences Create Context for Research
•
•
•
•

Impact on databases selected
Source of academic authority
Sense of flexibility
Tools in their toolbox

Approach to Database Selection

Lacks a starting point: “I’m not familiar with Google Scholar or any of these
search tools. I’m not used to finding individual articles and how to cite
them.”
Uses Tried & True Tools: “I usually go with Google Scholar because that is
what I am used to.”
Orients First: “So I’m not familiar with Google Scholar, but I’ve done the
1Search one, so I’ll start there and I’ll see what the others have to offer if I
can’t find anything there.”
Searching is Random: “I’ve seen OSU has this 1Search screen so I’ll give it a
shot – sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn’t.”
Tries new things (if on topic and authoritative): “I’d most likely choose Web
of Science, because it’s scientific in nature, so I’d use Web of Science first.”

Source of Authority

Books: “I would go to Google or use a book from the library.”
“I’m guessing that most of the books in the library are academically written.”
Reference Sources: “my old high school had a page of reference sites that
were really good – Annals of American history, Britannica”

Databases provide authority: “I usually use EbscoHost, I’ve used that quite a
bit, that’s usually where I start if it needs to be accredited or something like
that.”

Sense of Flexibility

Not Flexible: “and since speech writing is a five paragraph thing…”

Comfortable with a known process: “Generally with a speech you
have a similar structure to a simple high school paper, 3 points, 3
sources makes sense.”

Highly Flexible: “A lot of times, I’ll start with an idea, and when I
start doing the research it turns into something totally different.”

Role of Information

Utilitarian: “Generally I skim the abstract, or use the control search to
search within the paper to search for the highlighted words for my
topic…Then I’d read the paragraph to see if it’s something I can use.”
Willing to Explore: “I could read the articles that I’ve opened more
thoroughly, take notes about what I could expand on, maybe filter through
different types of content to find more things in that way.”
Utilitarian: “I look for useful information, and finds some information that
would work.”
“I scan over the article and later when the deadline approaches is when I
actually read them.”
Willing to explore: “I type in the topic and see where it will take me, and
usually go through all of them and see which ones I like.”
Even if it’s scary: “That’s a bit daunting sounding, I’d maybe come back to
that later…Like I said, it’s a bit daunting all of this.”

Tools In Their Toolbox – Familiarity with the OSU Libraries

Unfamiliar: “So to be quite honest, when I do research to begin with, I’m not
very familiar with the library website because I haven’t had any classes
where the library has come to talk to us about using the library.”
Use the space, but refer back to H.S. access: “I still have access to EBSCO
from my high school. I don’t know how to get to it here.”
Some (but not great) experience: “I quickly remove myself from the library
page, because it’s not easy to use and not everything is readily available. So
I’ll start there, but move out quickly.”
Familiar with library resources and how to use them: “the paper was from
1968, I did that I read all their articles, I had to go downstairs to all the old
ones.”

Tools In Their Toolbox – Advanced Database Features

Unaware of advanced features

Recognizes some advanced features: “Now I’m looking at these tags at the
end and seeing what’s interesting in those to me. So like this one I really like
because it has a lot of tags that are broad enough .”

Knows how to use them: “I use the OSU tools a lot, and they usually say that
it’s cited, or those [cited papers] are linked higher up.”

Tools In Their Toolbox – Ability to Adapt Tools to Varying Tasks

Not able to adapt

Adapts tools based on task: “It depends on what the requirements are, for
academic sources, I’d use the library page, but if it was a broader topic, I’d
use a Google search or read a Wikipedia article to get more specific terms
related to the topic in mind and then go to more narrow resources like
journals.”

WHAT CAN
WE DO?
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General Databases – Known Starting Points
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General Databases – Discovery tools
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Like This Database – Might We Suggest…?
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QUESTIONS?

